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Since 2011, pseudorabies based on the pseudorabies virus (PRV) variant has

emerged as a serious health issue in pig farms in China. The PRV gE/TK

or gE/gI/TK deletion strains protect against emerging PRV variants. However,

these variants may cause lethal infections in newborn piglets without PRV

antibodies. Previous studies have shown that codon deoptimization of a virulence

gene causes virus attenuation. Accordingly, we deoptimized US3-S (US3 gene

encoding a short isoform that represents approximately 95% of the total US3

transcription) and UL56 genes (first 10 or all codons) of PRV gE/TK deletion strain

(PRV1TK&gE−AH02) to generate six recombinant PRVs through bacterial artificial

chromosome technology. In swine testicular cells, recombinant PRVs with all

codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 genes were grown to lower titers than

the parental virus. Notably, US3-S or UL56 with all codon deoptimization reduced

mRNA and protein expressions. Subsequently, the safety and immunogenicity of

recombinant PRVs with codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 are evaluated as

vaccine candidates in mice and piglets. The mice inoculated with recombinant

PRVs with codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 showed exceptional survival

ability without severe clinical signs. All codons deoptimized (US3-S and UL56)

significantly decreased virus load and attenuated pathological changes in the

brains of the mice. Moreover, the protection e�ciency o�ered by recombinant

PRVs with codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 showed similar e�ects

to PRV1TK&gE−AH02. Remarkably, the 1-day-old PRV antibody-negative piglets

inoculated with PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD (a recombinant PRV with all codon

deoptimization of US3-S) presented no abnormal clinical symptoms, including

fever. The piglets inoculated with PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD showed a high

serum neutralization index against the PRV variant. In conclusion, these results

suggest using codon deoptimization to generate innovative live attenuated PRV

vaccine candidates.
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1. Introduction

Swine pseudorabies, an acute disease caused by the

pseudorabies virus (PRV), has emerged as the leading cause

of fatal encephalitis in newborn piglets, respiratory illness and

growth stagnation in the growing pigs, as well as reproductive

failure in the sows (Pomeranz et al., 2005). After extensive research,

it was increasingly recognized that the utilization of live attenuated

PRV Bartha-K61 vaccine combined with gE-ELISA serologic

differential diagnosis showed exceptional control in spreading

PRV in China from the 1990s to 2010 (Freuling et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, pseudorabies outbreaks since 2011 caused by PRV

variants have occurred in various Bartha-K61-vaccinated swine

herds in China (An et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014). Previous studies

indicated that the Bartha-K61 vaccine could not fully protect

against PRV variants, especially in preventing virus shedding

(Zhou et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019a). To overcome this issue,

PRV gE/TK and TK/gE/gI deletion strains based on current PRV

variants have been developed, presenting good immunogenicity

in pigs against PRV variants (Zhang et al., 2015). Nonetheless,

the safety of these PRV deletion vaccines for neonatal piglets is

particularly perturbing, hampering their utilization (Wang et al.,

2018). In our previous study, we generated a PRV gE/TK deletion

strain (PRV1TK&gE−AH02) based on a virulent PRV AH02LA

strain. This approach provided 100% clinical protection against

the AH02LA strain in weaned pigs. However, the experimental

results showed a lethal infection in newborn piglets without PRV

antibodies (Wang et al., 2018). Therefore, further attenuation of

PRV1TK&gE−AH02 while maintaining immunogenicity is necessary

for developing a safe and effective live PRV vaccine.

Most amino acids (except methionine and tryptophan) in

organisms are typically coded by synonymous codons (Knight

et al., 2001). Notably, these synonymous codons display the same

coding potential. However, most species show a codon usage

bias in their protein-encoding genes (Kanaya et al., 2001; Knight

et al., 2001). Considering the codon usage bias, strategies such as

codon optimization or codon deoptimization have been applied

to increase or decrease gene expression in different organisms,

respectively. To this end, the codon deoptimization strategy is

often achieved by replacing original codons with less-preferred

usage codons, which do not affect the amino acid sequence of the

protein or its function. However, it decreases protein production

of recoded genes during transcription and translation at multiple

levels (Goncalves-Carneiro and Bieniasz, 2021). Previous studies

indicated that codon deoptimization enabled the highly efficient

attenuation of RNA viruses (influenza A virus, foot-and-mouth

disease virus, and lassa virus) and DNA viruses (vaccinia virus) by

reducing the gene expression of a particular viral gene (Nogales

et al., 2014; Diaz-San Segundo et al., 2016; Cai et al., 2020; Lorenzo

et al., 2022).

The US3 gene, a virulence gene of PRV, encodes two isoforms

of pUS3 (Olsen et al., 2006). The larger US3-L transcript

represents approximately 5% of the total US3 transcription,

and the smaller US3-S transcript represents about 95% of the

total US3 transcription (Sehl et al., 2020). The UL56 gene, an

encoding envelope protein, is an important virulence factor of

PRV, enhancing virus spread and pathogenesis (Daniel et al., 2016).

In several instances, we demonstrated that the inactivated US3-

S or UL56 of PRV (a gene point mutant in the start codon to

stop the expression of US3-S or UL56) displayed significantly

attenuated virulence in mice (Lv et al., 2020a,b). However, the US3

deletion showed a decrease in PRV immunogenicity in pigs. In

a case study, Xu and colleagues demonstrated that the US3 gene

deletion resulted in further attenuation of the PRV TK/gE deletion

mutant (Xu et al., 2022). However, the immunogenicity of the

PRV PK/TK/gE deletion variant strain was not stable (data not

published). Similarly, a previous study showed that the protective

efficiency of the PRV PK/gE deletion mutant was lower than that of

the PRV gE deletion mutant in pigs (Kimman et al., 1994).

Considering these aspects, this study is aimed to demonstrate

the construction of six recombinant PRVs harboring the

deoptimized US3-S and UL56 genes (first 10 or all codon

deoptimization) based on PRV 1gE/TK strain using a bacterial

artificial chromosome (BAC) technology. Moreover, the

experiments are carried out in mice and piglets to determine

the pathogenicity and immunogenicity characteristics of

recombinant PRVs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Condon deoptimization of US3 and
UL56 genes

The first 10 codons, or all codons of US3-S and UL56 genes,

were recoded by rearranging the synonymous codons to minimize

the cumulative codon scores based on the pig codon pair bias table.

The recoded sequences were synthesized by Beijing Tsingke Biotech

Co., Ltd., (Beijing, China) and cloned into the pMD19-T simple

vector (Takara Bio Inc., Tokyo, Japan), named US3-SF10−CD-T,

US3-ST−CD-T, UL56 F10−CD-T, and UL56T−CD-T.

2.2. Viruses, cells, and plasmids

In this study, a PRV variant strain, AH02LA, was isolated from

the brain of a dead newborn piglet in Anhui Province by our

laboratory (CGMCC No. 10891). In addition, PRV1TK&gE−AH02

with TK/gE deletion based on the AH02LA strain was previously

constructed in our lab (Wang et al., 2018). Furthermore, it should

be noted that all viruses were transfected and propagated in swine

testicular (ST) cells. The ST cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco, USA) supplemented

with 2 or 10% newborn calf serum (Gibco) and 1% penicillin

and streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) at 37◦C under

5% CO2 atmosphere. On the one hand, the wild-type and

recoded US3-S and UL56 were cloned into pmKate2-N plasmid

at EcoR I restriction sites to construct the pUS3-S-mKate2-N

and pUL56-mKate2-N plasmids, respectively. On the other hand,

the TK/gE/gI-deleted PRV BAC (pPRV1TK&gE&gI) in which gI

and gE genes were replaced with mini-F was constructed in

our lab as reported previously (Wang et al., 2018). Furthermore,

a kanamycin resistance gene was respectively inserted in US3-

SF10−CD-T, US3-ST−CD-T, UL56 F10−CD-T, and UL56T−CD-T, at
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the Xma I restriction site of US3-SF10−CD-T, Xba I restriction

site of US3-ST−CD-T, Nae I restriction site of UL56F10−CD-T,

and EcoR V restriction site of UL56T−CD-T to construct En

Passant recombination.

2.3. Bacterial gene manipulation,
polymerase chain reaction, and sequencing

As mentioned in the previous section, US3-SF10−CD-KAN,

US3-ST−CD-KAN, UL56 F10−CD-KAN, and UL56T−CD-KAN

with 40-bp homologous sequences of PRV in both terminals

were initially amplified with primers of US3-SF10−CD En pa F/R,

US3-ST−CD En pa F/R, UL56 F10−CD En pa F/R, and UL56T−CD

En pa F/R (Supplementary Table S1) from US3-SF10−CD-T-KAN,

US3-ST−CD-T-KAN, UL56 F10−CD-T-KAN, and UL56T−CD-

T-KAN. After digestion with Dpn I, four PCR products were

respectively electroporated into GS1783 with pPRV1TK&gE&gI to

achieve the primary recombination, and a subsequent secondary

red recombination resulted in the removal of the kanamycin

resistance gene (Tischer et al., 2010). Four recombinant target

clones (pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SF10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-

US3-ST−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56F10−CD-mini-F,

and pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56T−CD-mini-F) were successfully

generated. Furthermore, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56F10−CD-

mini-F and pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56T−CD-mini-F were

constructed based on pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SF10−CD-mini-F and

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-ST−CD-mini-F by En Passant recombination.

Eventually, these generated six clones were confirmed by restriction

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) with BamH I. The recoded

US3-S and UL56 were identified through PCR and sequencing.

2.4. Generation of recombinant viruses

Briefly, the primers of H1-H2-gI-1gE F/R

(Supplementary Table S1) were designed to amplify H1-H2-

gI-1gE (the whole gI gene and part of gE gene with homologous

arms at both ends) from PRV1TK&gE−AH02. Then, to recover

infectious viruses, 1-µg pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SF10−CD-mini-F,

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56F10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-

S&UL56F10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-ST−CD-mini-F,

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56T−CD-mini-F, or pPRV1TK&gE&gI-

US3-S&UL56T−CD-mini-F and 1-µg H1-H2-gI-1gE were

co-transfected into ST cells with Lipofectamine R© 3000 reagent

(Invitrogen, Waltham, USA) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. After 24–48 h of transfection, fluorescent plaques

(recombinant PRVs from BAC) and non-fluorescent plaques (gI-

1gE-recovered PRVs in which the mini-F sequences were replaced

with the whole gI gene and part of gE gene) were observed. After

three rounds of plaque purification, the resultant non-fluorescent

plaques were purified and named PRV1TK&gE-US3-SF10−CD

(PRV TK/gE double gene deletion strain with first 10 codon

deoptimization of US3-S), PRV1TK&gE-UL56F10−CD (PRV TK/gE

double gene deletion strain with first 10 codon deoptimization

of UL56), PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56F10−CD (PRV TK/gE double

gene deletion strain with first 10 codon deoptimization of

US3-S and UL56), PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD (PRV TK/gE double

gene deletion strain with all codon deoptimization of US3-S),

PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD (PRV TK/gE double gene deletion strain

with all codon deoptimization of UL56), and PRV1TK&gE-US3-

S&UL56T−CD (PRV TK/gE double gene deletion strain with all

codon deoptimization of US3-S and UL56). The recombinant

viruses were cultured by passaging 20 times on ST cells. Finally,

the recoded US3-S and UL56 were confirmed with PCR and

sequencing experimentation.

2.5. Multi-step growth kinetics of
recombinant viruses

To explore the multi-step growth kinetics of recombinant

viruses, ST cells were infected with PRV1TK&gE−AH02 and the

before-mentioned six recombinant viruses at a multiplicity of

infection (MOI) of 0.01. At 6, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 h

post-infection, the culture cells were harvested and titrated on

monolayers of ST cells. It should be noted that the experiments were

performed in triplicate and analyzed using a one-way ANOVA by

SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).

2.6. RNA and protein expressions of
codon-deoptimized US3-S and UL56 genes

Briefly, 1.5 µg of expression plasmids, i.e., pUS3-S-mKate2-N,

pUS3-SF10−CD-mKate2-N, pUS3-ST−CD-mKate2, pUL56-mKate2,

pUL56F10−CD-mKate2, or pUL56T−CD-mKate2, were initially

transfected into ST cells. At 24 h post-infection, the total RNA of

the transfected cells was isolated using the TRIzol reagent (Sigma-

Aldrich) (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987). Furthermore, 1 µg of

total RNAwas reverse transcribed with a PrimeScript R© RT Reagent

Kit with gDNA Eraser (Takara Co. Ltd.). Then, the gene-specific

primers were used to quantify the transcripts of US3-S and UL56

(Supplementary Table S1). The real-time quantitative PCR (qRT-

PCR) was carried out on the Roche Light Cycler R© 480 system

(Roche Diagnostics, Burgess Hill, UK) using SYBR Premix Ex Taq

dye (Takara Co. Ltd.) (Zhang et al., 2019b). Notably, each cDNA

was analyzed in triplicate, and sample data were normalized to

β-actin expression using the 2−11Ct method.

Furthermore, transcription of the recoded US3-S and UL56

genes in the viral background was assessed as follows: Briefly,

ST cells were seeded in a 6-well plate and then infected with

PRV1TK&gE−AH02 or six recombinant viruses at an MOI of

1. At 12 and 24 h post-infection, early genes (US3-S, UL40,

and UL52), as well as late genes (UL24, UL44, and UL56)

mRNA, were quantified by qRT-PCR using the gene-specific

primers (Supplementary Table S1). Then, RNA extraction, reverse

transcription, and qRT-PCR were performed as described above.

Then, the protein production of recoded US3-S and UL56

was analyzed using the following procedure: ST cells were

initially transfected with 1.5 µg of the pmKate2-N, pUS3-S-

mKate2-N, pUS3-SF10−CD-mKate2-N, pUS3-ST−CD-mKate2-N,

pUL56F10−CD-mKate2-N, pUL56T−CD-mKate2-N, or pUL56-

mKate2-N plasmids. At 24 h post-transfection, cells were fixed
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with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30min and dyed with 4′,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma-Aldrich) for 20min at

room temperature (Weng et al., 2023). An inverted fluorescence

microscope was used to examine transfected cells, and the

representative cells were photographed.

2.7. Pathogenicity and immunological
experiments in mice

Imprinting control region, healthy female mice (age of 6 weeks,

n = 286) were purchased from Shanghai Laboratory Animal Co.

Ltd., (SLAC, Shanghai, China). Initially, the purchased animals

were randomly divided into 22 groups (n = 13 in each group).

Mice were subcutaneously inoculated with 106.5 TCID50, 10
5.5

TCID50, and 10
4.5 TCID50 PRV

1TK&gE-US3-SF10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-

UL56F10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56F10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-

ST−CD, PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56T−CD,

or PRV1TK&gE−AH02, and inoculated with DMEM serving as a

negative control. The clinical symptoms and mortality of mice

were observed daily for 14 days. On day 5 post-inoculation, five

mice from each group were sacrificed, and the brain and lung

samples were collected. Furthermore, the viral loads in the brain

and lung samples of the sacrificed mice were detected using qRT-

PCR analysis of the PRV gB in the Roche Light Cycler R© 480 system

(Roche Diagnostics, Burgess Hill, UK) as described previously

(Zhang et al., 2019b). Then, the PRV copy numbers in the brain

and lung samples were expressed as log10 copies per gram of

tissue sample. To this end, the brain and lung tissues were fixed

using 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h. The fixed tissue samples were

embedded in paraffin wax and cut into 3µm sections. The tissue

sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and examined

by light microscopy. In addition, on day 21 post-inoculation, all

surviving mice were confronted with 100 LD50 PRV AH02LA

strain, and the clinical symptoms and mortality rate of mice were

monitored daily for 14 days.

2.8. Pathogenicity and immunological
experiments in piglets

To explore the pathogenicity and immunogenicity in pigs, 1-

day-old piglets (n = 15) free of PRV, porcine reproductive and

respiratory syndrome viruses, porcine parvovirus, and porcine

FIGURE 1

RFLP analysis shows the recombinant BACs with codon deoptimization of US3-S and UL56. Predictions of these digestions with BamH I using the

PRV ZJ01 strain are performed (GenBank: KM061380.1).
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circovirus 2 were considered. Initially, the randomly distributed

piglets were intramuscularly administered with 1ml PRV1TK&gE-

US3-ST−CD (105.00 TCID50/ml) and PRV1TK&gE−AH02 (105.00

TCID50/ml) and inoculated with DMEM serving as a negative

control. Furthermore, the body temperature and clinical signs

of all piglets were monitored daily for 14 days. To this end,

serum samples were collected on days 7, 14, and 21 post-

inoculation to monitor neutralizing antibody index. Then, 100

µl of serum sample (heat inactivated for 30min at 56◦C) was

mixed with an equal volume of 10-fold-diluted AH02LA virus.

The neutralization indexes were expressed as the TCID50 of

serum in the test group divided by the TCID50 of serum in the

control group.

2.9. Statistical analysis

Data were presented as mean ± standard error mean (SEM)

and analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a

Tukey’s post-hoc test (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), considering the

p-values of < 0.05 as statistically significant. ∗ indicates p < 0.05, ∗∗

represents p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗ signifies p < 0.001.

FIGURE 2

PCR identifies the recoded US3-S and UL56, the recoded US3-S with primers (US3-S check F/R), and the recoded UL56 with primers (UL56 check

F/R) in the recombinant BACs.
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FIGURE 3

The images show recombinant PRVs with the recoded US3-S or UL56 genes under UV excitation and phase contrast. 1-µg

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SF10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56F10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56F10−CD-mini-F,

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-ST−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56T−CD-mini-F, or pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SandUL56T−CD-mini-F and 1-µg H1-H2-gI-1gE (the

whole gI gene and part of gE gene with homologous arms at both ends) were co-transfected into ST cells. After 24h of transfection, fluorescent

plaques (recombinant PRVs from BAC) and non-fluorescent plaques (gI-1gE-recovered PRVs in which the mini-F sequences were replaced with the

whole gI gene and part of the gE gene) were observed. Each panel represents a view of 200 × 200µm in size. 1: PRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SF10−CD-mini-F,

2: PRV1TK&gE-US3-SF10−CD, 3: PRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56F10−CD-mini-F, 4: PRV1TK&gE-UL56F10−CD, 5: PRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56F10−CD-mini-F, 6:

PRV1TK&gE-US3-SandUL56F10−CD, 7: PRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-ST−CD-mini-F, 8: PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD, 9: PRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56T−CD-mini-F, 10:

PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD, 11: PRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-SandUL56T−CD-mini-F, and 12: PRV1TK&gE-US3-SandUL56T−CD.
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3. Results

3.1. Codon deoptimization of US3-S and
UL56

Initially, the first 10 codons, or all codons of the US3-

S and UL56 genes, were deoptimized based on the pig codon

pair bias table without any alterations to the amino acid

sequences. The nucleotide sequences of US3-S, US3-SF10−CD,

US3-ST−CD, UL56, UL56F10−CD, and UL56T−CD are shown in

Supplementary material S1. Compared to the wild-type US3-S

gene, US3-SF10−CD (accession numbers: OR228539) contained

9 codon changes through 9 nucleotide substitutions, and US3-

ST−CD (accession numbers: OR228540) contained 277 codon

changes through 279 nucleotide substitutions. Similarly, several

substitutions were observed in the UL56 coding region. Compared

to the wild-type UL56 gene, UL56F10−CD (accession numbers:

OR228541) contained 7 codon changes through 7 nucleotide

substitutions, and UL56T−CD (accession numbers: OR228542)

contained 155 codon changes through 155 nucleotide substitutions.

US3-SF10−CD, US3-ST−CD, UL56F10−CD, and UL56T−CD were

synthesized by Beijing Tsingke Biotech Co., Ltd., (Beijing, China).

3.2. Construction of recombinant viruses
with US3-S and UL56 codon deoptimization

Based on pPRV1TK&gE&gI, US3-S and UL56 genes were

replaced with the recoded gene by En Passant recombination,

generating six recombinant clones (pPRV1TK&gE&gI-

US3-SF10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-ST−CD-mini-F,

pPRV1TK&gE&gI-UL56F10−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-

UL56T−CD-mini-F, pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56F10−CD-mini-F,

and pPRV1TK&gE&gI-US3-S&UL56T−CD-mini-F). Furthermore,

it was observed that the RFLP analysis of six recombinant clones

was slightly different from the predicted patterns after digestion

with BamH I (Figure 1). To validate these observations, the

recoded US3-S and UL56 were confirmed by PCR and sequencing

(Figure 2). To substantially generate recombinant PRVs with the

recoded US3-S and UL56 genes, the DNA of the six BACs and

H1-H2-gI-1gE were co-transfected into ST cells. Furthermore, the

resultant non-fluorescent plaques were observed under UV light

at a wavelength of 488 nm at 24 h post-transfection (Figure 3). It

should be noted that a homogeneous population of purified viruses

was isolated by picking and plating for three rounds.

PCR and its sequencing analyses validated the correct

sequences of recoded US3-S, recoded UL56, and H1-H2-gI-1gE

(data not shown). The recombinant viruses were passaged 20 times

on ST cells to investigate the genetic stability of gI-1gE (the

whole gI gene and part of gE gene) and the recoded US3-S and

UL56. Furthermore, the viral DNAs were extracted, and gI-1gE

and the recoded US3-S and UL56 were detected by PCR and its

sequencing analyses. It was observed from the PCR analysis that

there was no change in gI-1gE and the recoded US3-S and UL56

(Supplementary Figure S1).

3.3. Multi-step growth kinetics of
recombinant viruses with US3-S and UL56
codon deoptimization

The growth kinetics of the PRV1TK&gE-US3-SF10−CD,

PRV1TK&gE-UL56F10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56F10−CD,

FIGURE 4

The multi-step growth curves indicate recombinant PRVs with the recoded US3-S or UL56 gene. ST cells are infected with PRV1TK&gE−AH02 and its six

mutants at an MOI of 0.01. At 6, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72h post-infection, the culture cells are harvested and titrated in ST cells. Asterisks indicate

statistical significance among seven viruses (* indicates P < 0.05, ** represents P < 0.01, and *** signifies P < 0.001). Data are presented as mean ±

SEM and analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with a Tukey’s post-hoc test (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
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FIGURE 5

Protein expression from the recoded US3-S or UL56. (A) The images present ST transfected with recoded US3-S-mKate2 fusion or UL56-mKate2

fusion genes (200× and 800× magnification). (B) Quantitative analysis of the mKate2/DAPI ratio. Letters (a, b) above the bars indicate statistical

significance (P < 0.05) of mKate2/DAPI ratio among the three plasmids.
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FIGURE 6

The quantification data show the RNA expression from the recoded US3 gene or UL56 gene. ST cells are transfected with the recoded US3-mKate2

fusion or UL56-mKate2 fusion genes. RNA expression from the recoded genes is quantified by qRT-PCR at 24h post-transfection. Letters (a, b) above

the bars indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05) of RNA expression among the three plasmids.

PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD, PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD, PRV1TK&gE-

US3-S&UL56T−CD, and PRV1TK&gE−AH02 on ST cells are

shown in Figure 4 and Supplementary Table S2. It was observed

from the experimental results that PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD,

PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD, and PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56T−CD

grew to lower titers than PRV1TK&gE−AH02, indicating that all

codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 significantly affected

the replication of the parental virus. Moreover, at 36 and 60 h

post-infection, the titers of recombinant PRVs with the first 10

codon deoptimization of US3-S (106.32±0.04 TCID50/ml at 36 h

post-infection; 107.00±0.14 TCID50/ml at 60 h post-infection) or

UL56 (107.08±0.30 TCID50/ml at 36 h post-infection; 106.86±0.22

TCID50/ml at 60 h post-infection) were higher than recombinant

PRVs with all codon deoptimization of US3-S (105.70±0.05

TCID50/ml at 36 h post-infection; 106.35±0.08 TCID50/ml at

60 h post-infection) or UL56 (106.17±0.10 TCID50/ml at 36 h

post-infection; 106.08±0.22 TCID50/ml at 60 h post-infection).

3.4. E�ect of codon deoptimization on
mRNA and protein expression levels of
recoded genes

Furthermore, the effect of codon deoptimization on US3-

S and UL56 protein production was evaluated. To explore

this aspect, we constructed the expression plasmids pUS3-S-

mKate2-N and pUL56-mKate2-N, in which US3-S and UL56

expressions were determined by the immediate-early promoter

of human cytomegalovirus. In addition, the US3-S and UL56

genes were C-terminally tagged with mKate2. Then, the plasmids

containing US3-S, US3-SF10−CD, US3-ST−CD, UL56, UL56F10−CD,

or UL56T−CD were transfected into ST cells (Figure 5A). The

mKate2/DAPI ratios of pUS3T−CD-mKate2-N and pUL56T−CD-

mKate2-N were lower than their parental construct (Figure 5B).

qRT-PCR analysis showed that the mRNA level of recoded genes

in pUS3-ST−CD-mKate2-N and pUL56T−CD-mKate2-N was lower

than their parental construct (Figure 6).

In addition, the RNA expression levels of US3-S, UL40, UL52,

UL24, UL44, and UL56 during virus replication were determined

(Figure 7). US3-S, UL40, and UL52 possessed the same kinetic

gene expression class, representing early genes. UL24, UL44, and

UL56 fitted to late genes. The quantification of RNA expression

showed that all codon deoptimization negatively affected the

mRNA expression of the recoded genes during virus replication.

3.5. Safety and immunogenicity of
recombinant viruses with codon
deoptimization of US3 or UL56 in mice and
piglets

Eventually, the biological safety and significant

immunogenicity of the designed recombinant virus were

determined using mice and piglets. Mice inoculated with

106.5 TCID50, 105.5 TCID50, and 104.5 TCID50 PRV1TK&gE-

US3-SF10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-UL56F10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-

S&UL56F10−CD, PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD, PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD,

PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56T−CD, PRV1TK&gE−AH02, and DMEM

were survived without clinical symptoms, indicating no signs

of toxicity and presenting excellent biosafety. On day 5 post-

inoculation, mice inoculated with 106.5 TCID50 recombinant

PRVs with all codon deoptimization of US3-S and UL56 showed

lower virus load in the brain compared with those inoculated

with 106.5 TCID50 PRV1TK&gE−AH02 (Figure 8A). In addition,

no virus was detected in the brains and lungs of the mice

inoculated with 105.5 TCID50 and 104.5 TCID50 PRV
1TK&gE−AH02

or recombinant PRVs with codon deoptimization of US3-S or

UL56. Furthermore, the histopathological examinations displayed

that the mice inoculated with 106.5 TCID50 PRV1TK&gE−AH02

showed obvious inflammatory cell infiltration in the brain.

These abnormal cell infiltration consequences were more severe

than those inoculated with 106.5 recombinant PRVs with all

codon deoptimization of US3-S and UL56 (Figure 8B). All

mice inoculated with 106.5 TCID50 with PRV1TK&gE−AH02 or

recombinant PRVs presented slight inflammatory cell infiltration

in the lung (Figure 8B). Moreover, it should be noted that no

obvious histopathological changes were observed in the brains

and lungs of mice inoculated with 105.5 TCID50 and 104.5
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FIGURE 7

The data show the e�ect of recoding on early genes (A) or late genes (B) expression from the virus background. ST cells are infected with the

parental or mutant virus that carries di�erently recoded US3-S or UL56 genes. PCR quantifies mRNA expression of early genes (US3, UL40, and UL52)

and late genes (UL24, UL44, and UL56) at 12 and 24h post-infection. Letters (a, b) above the bars indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05) of RNA

expression among seven viruses.

TCID50 with PRV1TK&gE−AH02 or recombinant PRVs. However,

PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56T−CD displayed no further reduction in

the pathogenicity to mice compared to PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD

and PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD.

After 3 weeks of immunization, all the surviving mice

were challenged with 100 LD50 PRV AH02LA strains. Notably,

the protection efficiency was substantially provided by 106.5

recombinant PRVs with codons deoptimizing US3-S or UL56,

similar to 106.5 PRV1TK&gE−AH02 (Table 1). Nonetheless,

most mice inoculated with 105.5 TCID50 and 104.5 TCID50

PRV1TK&gE−AH02 or recombinant PRVs developed clinical signs

of disease and died at 72–96 h post-challenge.

Considering the biosafety results in mice, we further performed

the safety and immunogenicity checks in 1-day-old piglets.

Among the treated piglets, two of five showed typical clinical

symptoms of PRV infection from day 3 after the inoculation
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FIGURE 8

The graphs display the viral DNA loads quantification (A) and histological analysis (B) in the brain and lung of mice inoculated with 106.5 TCID50

PRV1TK&gE−AH02 or recombinant PRVs with the recoded US3-S or UL56. Letters (a, b) above the bars indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05) of DNA

loads among the eight groups. Arrows show inflammatory cell infiltration in the brain and lung (hematoxylin and eosin staining, 200× magnification,

bar = 10µm).

with PRV1TK&gE−AH02. In addition, the three piglets inoculated

with PRV1TK&gE−AH02 showed higher body temperatures

of 40.5◦C on days 4 and 5 after inoculation (Figure 9). To

this end, no clinical symptoms or body temperatures were

observed in all piglets inoculated with PRV1TK&gE-US3-

ST−CD. The ability of serum samples to neutralize PRV was

detected after 7, 14, and 21 days of inoculation (Figure 10).

Piglets vaccinated with PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD showed a

high serum neutralization index. After 14 and 21 days of

treatment, no significant difference was observed between piglets

vaccinated with PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD and piglets vaccinated

with PRV1TK&gE−AH02.

4. Discussion

Indeed, pseudorabies, caused by a variant PRV, has emerged

as one of the most dreadful infections since 2011 in many

Bartha-K61-vaccinated swine herds in China (An et al., 2013; Yu

et al., 2014). Furthermore, it was increasingly recognized that the

Bartha-K61 vaccine was incompletely protected by highly virulent

PRV strains. Considering these challenges, attenuated PRV strains

with gE/TK or gE/gI/TK deletions based on PRV variants have

been constructed, showing excellent protection against the PRV

challenge. Nonetheless, previous reports indicated that the safety

of these gene deletion mutants was far from satisfactory (Wang

et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2022). To develop a safe and effective live PRV

vaccine, in this study, a codon deoptimization strategy was adapted

to specifically target virulence genes US3 or UL56 based on the PRV

gE/TK deletion strain. All codons deoptimizing US3-S or UL56

resulted in reduced target gene mRNA and protein expressions

and decreased virus duplication. In addition, the stability of the

recoded gene was confirmed by passaging in ST cells without new

mutations. It was observed that all codons deoptimizing US3-S or

UL56 based on the PRV gE/TK deletion strain caused attenuation

of the recoded virus without affecting immunogenicity in mice

and piglets.

Codon deoptimization offers several advantages for the

generation of live-attenuated PRV vaccines. First, a live-attenuated

vaccine with codon deoptimization contains many mutations

that make viral reversion to parental virus extremely unlikely.

In our study, we observed no reversion of the recombinant

PRVs with codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 during

serial passage on ST cells. However, serial passage in pigs was

required to further evaluate the stability of codon-deoptimized

PRV. Second, codon deoptimization shows no effect on the viral

protein sequence, retaining the antigenicity of the virus identical

to the parental virus. Third, the generation of live-attenuated PRV

vaccines with codon deoptimization can be rapidly achieved by

combining the synthesis of codon deoptimization genes with BAC

technologies. Indeed, the PRV genome is double-stranded DNA

that encodes for approximately 70 genes, containing both essential

and non-essential genes. Since some non-essential genes often play

important roles in PRV pathogenesis and host control, we speculate

that their deoptimization may lead to reduced virulence without

interfering with immunogenicity.

In the current study, US3-S and UL56 genes were selected to

explore the effect of codon deoptimization due to their involvement

in viral virulence. Previous studies showed that the degree and

position of codon deoptimization are inversely correlated with
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TABLE 1 Immunogenicity of the recoded viruses with codon deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 in mice.

Virus strain Doses Numbers Challenge

(TCID50) Survival Protection ratio

PRV1TK&gE-US3-SF10−CD 106.5 8 5 62.5%

105.5 8 0 0

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE-UL56F10−CD 106.5 8 4 50.0%

105.5 8 1 12.5%

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE-US3-SandUL56F10−CD 106.5 8 5 62.5%

105.5 8 1 12.5%

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD 106.5 8 5 62.5%

105.5 8 0 0

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD 106.5 8 4 50.0%

105.5 8 0 0

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE-US3-SandUL56T−CD 106.5 8 6 75.0%

105.5 8 0 0

104.5 8 0 0

PRV1TK&gE−AH02 106.5 8 5 62.5%

105.5 8 0 0

104.5 8 0 0

DMEM 8

FIGURE 9

The graph shows the daily rectal temperatures of piglets post-inoculation. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. ** represents P < 0.01 and ***

signifies P < 0.001.

the degree of cytopathic effects and plaque size and are crucial

to the degree of virus attenuation (Eschke et al., 2018; Lee

et al., 2021). In this study, the first 10 codons (a small amount;

first segment), or all codons (a large number; whole segment)

of US3-S and UL56 genes, were deoptimized to identify the

effect of the degree and position of deoptimization on recoded

expression and viral virulence. Nonetheless, the first 10 codon

deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 showed no effect on the mRNA

expression of the recoded gene, suggesting the degree and position

of deoptimization could be chosen carefully in vaccine design.
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FIGURE 10

The graph presents the serum neutralization indices against PRV

AH02LA strain in piglets at days 7, 14, and 21 post-inoculation.

Letters (a, b) above the bars indicate statistical significance (P <

0.05) of serum neutralization indices among the three groups.

Furthermore, some essential genes are involved in viral egress, cell–

cell spread, pathogenicity, and immunogenicity. Further studies

involving codon deoptimizing essential genes should be attempted

to develop a safe and effective PRV vaccine.

The molecular mechanisms of attenuation by codons

deoptimizing US3-S and UL56 remain unknown. Previous

studies indicated that codon deoptimization of genes in RNA

viruses led to changes in RNA secondary structure, stability gene

composition, and protein translation efficiency of the target gene

(Kanaya et al., 2001; Knight et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2006; Meng

et al., 2014). Moreover, the studies demonstrated that these were

usually associated with decreased viral replication and virulence

attenuation. In this study, all codon deoptimization negatively

affected US3-S or UL56 RNA and protein levels after transient

expression and RNA levels during virus replication. Therefore,

protein translation efficiency might mediate the attenuation

of recombinant PRVs with all codons deoptimizing US3-S

and UL56.

Typically, successful live PRV vaccine candidates must show

attenuation in the host while retaining immunogenicity. The

recombinant PRVs with all codon deoptimization of US3-S

or UL56 exhibited significantly reduced replication kinetics in

vitro compared to the parental virus. Predictably, our in vivo

data indicated that all codons deoptimizing US3-S or UL56

decreased virus load and attenuated pathological changes in the

brains of mice. Surprisingly, PRV1TK&gE-US3-S&UL56T−CD

displayed no further reduction in pathogenicity to mice compared

with PRV1TK&gE-US3-ST−CD and PRV1TK&gE-UL56T−CD.

Nonetheless, the potential mechanism remains unknown

and needs further investigation. The protection efficiency

provided by recombinant PRVs with codons deoptimizing

US3-S or UL56 is similar to that of mice inoculated with their

parental virus. Moreover, all codons deoptimizing US3-S caused

attenuation of the recoded virus in piglets without loss of

immunogenicity. However, future studies involving DNA loads

and histological analysis in piglets are necessary to evaluate

the pathogenicity of codon-deoptimized PRV in the major

host. Furthermore, the safety and protective capacity of the

other recoded virus in piglets also need further investigation

to identify their potential use as a live vaccine candidate

in pigs.

5. Conclusion

The codon deoptimization application in US3-S or UL56 based

on PRV gE/TK deletion strain successfully generated six live

recoded viruses. Among them, recombinant PRVs with all codon

deoptimization of US3-S or UL56 cause virulence attenuation while

retaining immunogenicity in mice and piglets. PRV1TK&gE-US3-

ST−CD showed good safety and a high serum neutralization index in

piglets, which might be a promising vaccine candidate against PRV

variants. Finally, our results indicated that codon deoptimization

might be useful for attenuating PRV.
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